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Intent
Implementation
Impact
INTENT 
Technology is everywhere. The
future world of work will require
the vast majority of people to be
confident and competent in the
use of digital technologies in
regard to its development or as
an end user. We want to expand
children’s knowledge to enable
them to be creative explorers
within the world of technology
and to be confident to make well
informed decisions about their
own use of technology and use it
in a responsible and safe way. 
We recognise the technology can
allow pupils to share their
learning in creative ways and
provide pupils with a wider
selection of accessible ways in
which they can engage with their
learning. Our vision is for
technology to move beyond the
bespoke teaching of computing
and for it so touch and enhance
all areas of teaching and learning
across the school. 

 IMPLIMENTATION
Our core computing curriculum is
taught across 4 main strands,
computing systems and networks,
creating media, programming and e-
safety. Computing systems and
networks provides children with an
understanding of how digital
information is shared and
communicated both online and off line
to enable children to have a better
understanding in the ‘bigger picture’
other than just the functionality of a
specific device they may be familiar
with. Through experimenting with
different ways in creating digital media,
children develop skills in producing and
manipulating videos, animations,
pictures, written work, presentations
etc. to communicate to others in an
effective and creative way. Through
programming, children develop their
logical thinking skills and apply these
to manipulate devices to operate in a
specific way and to solve problems. E-
safety is taught using resources from
the National Online Safety Association
where children are taught how to keep
themselves safe online and gain a wider
understanding in how to be informed
and responsible users of online tools
including social media.

IMPACT 
Children become confident
users of technology and are
able to accomplish a wide
variety of goals, both and home
and at school. They develop a
secure and comprehensive
knowledge of the impact of
technology in everyday lives
and how to make choices about
effective digital tools for
activities and tasks. 
Children skills and knowledge is
showcased, published, shared
and celebrated in a variety of
ways across the year and
interwoven into the broader
curriculum within the school.
Pupils are able to apply the
same personal values in regards
to mutual respect, tolerance,
understanding and care for
others, that they would apply in
their everyday ‘non-digital’
lives and understand the
impact of what people say and
do in the online world and how
to keep themselves safe. 



Reception Class
Within the EYFS curriculum there are a huge range of
objectives that develop children's problem solving
and reasoning skills. These  skills are not only used
in every day life but they are the foundation or
building blocks for Computational Thinking. 

Although we introduce young children to different
types of technology including tablets, Chromebooks
and laptops, digital cameras and recording device's
as well as programing robots such as bee-bots,
children are actually using computational thinking
all the time within other areas of their EYFS
curriculum. There are many ways in which skills can
be developed without the use of devices and this is
referred to as an 'un-plugged' approach. 

Fun games and activities led by the class teacher
either in a whole group or within smaller groups,
can focus on development of some of the key
concepts listed. Through careful and thoughtful
questioning from the class teacher, children can
start to develop the key concepts of computational
thinking. 

 We are aware that very young children are using the
internet and are seeing online content daily. We aim
to support children on their online digital worlds
and to give them the tools and knowledge to keep
themselves safe online.

Logical reasoning - anticipating and explaining
Abstraction - working out what is important and
what is not important.
Pattern - comparing and spotting similarities
and differences.
Algorithms - Instructions and sequencing
Decomposition - breaking down problems into
steps.

Tinkering - Playing and exploring
Creating - Making things, checking things and
fixing things.
Collaboration - Playing and working together
cooperatively.
Persevering - Not giving up

Computational Thinking Skills within the EYFS
curriculum:

Concepts

Approaches

E-safety is delivered using the National Online
Safety materials. Our aim is for children to develop
a sense of self identity and confidence in being able
to reconise when things are unsafe and to know
who a Trusted Adult is who can help and support
them.



Class 1

Children are able to name different types of
technology that they see around them every day.
Children can talk confidently about ways in which
technology helps us.
To begin to use technology more purposefully and
with growing independence to create, organise, store
and manipulate digital content.

To develop skills and knowledge of the different tools
that may be available on screen and how to
manipulate and use these to create a desired
outcome.
To compare the creation of a picture using technology
compared with creating a picture on paper using
traditional methods.

To develop an understanding of developing clear and
unambiguous instructions and why this is important.
To demonstrate an understanding of the term
'Debugging' as a way to check or correct a set of
instructions.
To begin to use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of a simple program

To start to build a growing awareness of how to keep
themselves safe online and when using technology. 
To begin to understand the concept of an online
profile and how this is not always a true reflection of
someone online.
To be able to verbally explain who can help them
keep safe when using technology or being online.

Computing systems and networks

Creating Media

Programming

E safety

Key vocabulary: 
Device   Debug    mouse   keyboard    screen    monitor   

 online     offline     internet    program     website
Internet       browser        Trusted Adult    



Class 2

To show an understanding of the term Information
Technology and that computers and tablets are part
of this.
Children can compare IT and non IT activities and
relate these to their own personal experience.

To explore the use of technology to produce a written
piece of work. 
To explore and develop an understanding of a
computer keyboard and mouse and how these can be
used to generate a written piece of work. 
To demonstrate and understanding of how to edit and
make purposeful choices about how their work looks
and how to save it and re use it at a later time. 

To understand that a clear set of instructions is a
sequence leading to an action.
To demonstrate an understanding of the term
algorithm and how this is used within simple
programing functions. 
To demonstrate an understanding of debugging and
how this can be used to solve problems.

To demonstrate an understanding of usernames and
passwords and why these are important to use to
keep us safe online.
To demonstrate a clear understanding of what or who
a trusted adult is what they need to share with them
when using online technology.

Computing systems and networks

Creating Media

Programming

E safety

Key vocabulary: 
Algorithm        Debug     sequence     keyboard     mouse  

 screen     monitor     password     username    
 permission   word Document     typing      edit     save    

 website       search engine       home page     web page      



Class 3

Develop an understanding of digital devices, with an
initial focus on inputs, processes, and outputs.
Compare digital and non-digital devices. 
Explore simple computer networks that feature
wireless access points and switches.

Explore simple animation techniques
Understand how small changes to each frame creates
an animation.

Define the terms algorithm and sequences.
Debug a program to improve functionality
Relate coding to everyday life

Understand the term ‘identity’ and how people can
represent themselves online in different ways.
How knowing someone ‘online ‘is different to
knowing someone in real life.
To understand the difference between belief, opinion
and fact especially when searching for information
online.
How the way the devices connect to each other
means that personal information can get shared with
people you do not want to share it with. 
How to get support from a trusted adult when
working and playing online. 

Computing systems and networks

 

Creating Media

Programming

E safety

Key vocabulary: 
Stop frame animation         frame     storyboard    onion

skinning   animation    password     search engine   
 input device     output device      Digital device           
 non-digital device      debug     computer network    

 online identity         trusted adult 



Class 4

To verbally describe the difference between the
Internet and the World Wide Web. 
To consider the main elements of a Website and how
webpages communicate information effectively.
To understand the terms HTML, URL and HTTP, as
essential tools within the internet to allow content to
be produced, stored and shared. 

Understand how digital images can be edited and
changed.
To identify key editing tools and how to apply them to
edit images effectively.

Identify the difference between Block Based
computer coding and Text Based Language coding.
To practice using Text Based Language coding  to
produce simple programs. 
To design a program that features count-controlled
loops.
To practice the ability to debug a program.

To recognise that not everything on the World Wide
Web is the truth and that news and images can and do
get altered to change or influence people.
To name ways in which you can identify fake news or
fake images online.
To describe how you can report upsetting images and
comments online and who a trusted adult is.

Computing systems and networks

Creating Media

Programming

E safety

 

Key vocabulary: 
URL         HTML        HTTP      Search engine         WWW        
 Editing tool    Algorithm    Debug  Text Based Language
Coding       Block Based Coding  sequence     selection   

 repetition     fake news    photoshop   click bait   



Class 5
To understand that a computer system features inputs,
processes and outputs and that more than one device
communicates with each other.
How systems and networks are used to share
information work collaboratively.
The role IP addresses play in devices being able to
communicate with each other.

To identify and use digital technologies that can capture
video and sound.
To recognise features of an effective video and to
understand that videos can be re shot and edited to
make them more effective.
To demonstrate an understanding of the impact on the
audience of choices and decisions made when
compiling and presenting a video.

To devise and control a simple circuit attached to a
computer. 
To write a controlled loop program that stops when a
condition is met.
To develop knowledge of how a microcontroller works
and how to program it to perform a simple task. 

Understand how social media influences people to say,
do and buy things and how Pop Up advertising works.
To understand why online activities have age
restrictions.
To understand what CEOP is and how it can help young
people be safe online.

Computing systems and networks

Creating Media

Programming

E safety

Key vocabulary: 
System     network      protocol       data packet     router      
 switch        IP address       Server       audio    visual       zoom   

focus       pan       transition      overlay text     edit
 microcontroller     input      output       algorithm       debug



Class 6

To explore how search engines work and how they
select results. 
To be able to refine searches on a search engine to be
more specific.
To understand how websites are ranked and how
advertising effects some search results. 

Explore the main features of a website and
understand that they are written in HTML
To describe copyright and how this effects usage of
images. 
To plan a website including how it can be navigated
and how hyperlinks can enhance it.

To make use of computational thinking to write code
that uses loops and if statements.
To begin to experiment with writing their own own
text based code.

To name organisations and trusted adults that they
can contact and speak to to help them if they feel
unsafe online.
To understand the difference between a secure and
unsecure website and the safety elements of this.
To understand what a Digital Personality is,  how this
is produced through someone's use of the internet
and how it can effect how others view you.

Computing systems and networks

Creating Media

Programming

E safety

Key vocabulary: 
Internet       World Wide Web       Copyright       Ranking
URL          Web Crawer          HTML        Count controlled

Loops     Influencer        You Tube        Digital Personality  
 














